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Abstract—Hardware Trojans can be inserted by an adversary
at untrusted third-party fabrication houses. Many Side-channel
analysis based detection techniques have been proposed in past
to detect such Trojans. However, their efficiency is highly affected
by process variations. Hardware Trojan (HT) inserted in an IC
affects the path delays within the IC. In this work, we exploit
the fact that the path delays of topologically symmetric paths in
an IC will be affected similarly by process variations. We tend to
choose paths that are minimally affected by process variations.
In this paper, we propose a path selection technique for delay
based HT detection technique. We further use the concept of self-
referencing to improve detection accuracy as well as to eliminate
the requirement of golden ICs. Simulations performed using
ISCAS-85 benchmarks establish that the proposed method is
achieving a true positive rate of 100% with a false positive rate
less than 5%. We have considered maximum of 10% intra-die
and 15% inter-die variations in threshold voltage (Vth).

Index Terms—Hardware Trojan detection, Self-referencing,
Process variation, Path delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hardware Trojan (HT) can be introduced by an adversary
at an untrusted design or fabrication house. Depending on the
interests of the adversary the HT can cause change in func-
tionality, denial-of-service, information leakage or reliability
reduction. The detailed taxonomy of hardware Trojans at var-
ious abstraction levels was presented in [1]. Different methods
have been presented for detecting Trojans inserted at different
abstraction levels [2]. Post-silicon detection methods aim to
detect HTs in fabricated ICs inserted at untrusted fabrication
foundries. Even though logic testing [3] based approaches for
HT detection have been proposed their efficiency is limited
by the stealthy nature of HT, test generation and execution
time. Majority of existing post-silicon methods are devised
based on side channel analysis (SCA) i.e analyzing the side
channel parameters like power, path delay and electromagnetic
measurements etc. Many existing SCA based HT detection
techniques depend on golden ICs (i.e ICs without any HTs)
used as a reference to compare the side-channel (SC) signa-
tures of suspect IC to decide whether HTs exist in the IC
under purview. Obtaining such golden ICs is expensive as
it involves invasive techniques such as reverse engineering.
Another challenge for SCA methods is the process variation
(PV) which impacts the efficiency of detection even if golden
ICs are available. In presence of PV direct comparison of the
SC signatures of suspect chip with the golden chips may not
accurately detect HTs. To mitigate the effects of PVs on SC
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Fig. 1. Hardware Trojan structure

parameters researchers have proposed a technique known as
Self-referencing [4]. In self-referencing based methods the SC
parameter of an IC is compared with the SC parameter of
the IC itself instead of comparing with golden signature. The
major advantages of self-referencing methods are, requirement
of golden IC is eliminated and the effect of inter-die process
variation are mitigated as it affects the entire chip in a similar
fashion. In this work, we chose path delay for Trojan detection
because of its specific advantages such as, HT effect is local to
the path and HT affects path delay irrespective of its activation
status which eliminates the need to activate Trojans. Following
are the contributions of this paper:

• It presents a methodology to detect hardware Trojans
(HTs) inserted during fabrication. This method uses the
concept of self-referencing and the delays of symmetric
paths are analysed to detect Trojans.

• It proposes a path selection algorithm to select symmetric
path pairs in such a way to mitigate the effect of inter-die
and intra-die process variations on detection accuracy. It
also presents a procedure to create a symmetric path pair
if it does not exist in the design.

This paper is organized as follows, HT’s effect on path
delay, potential locations of HTs and brief overview of existing
HT detection methods are presented in Section II. Section III
explains the proposed methodology in detail and path selection
procedure is explained in Section IV. Simulation results are
reported in Section V and we conclude in section VI.



II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. HT impact on path delay

HTs can impact the delay of paths in a circuit in two
ways. A gate that acts as Trojan trigger connects to existing
interconnects in the circuit and activates the HT when specific
activation condition is met as shown in Fig. 1. These extra
connections induce some additional capacitance at the inter-
connects which in turn impacts delay. The gate that acts as
Trojan payload is inserted by restitching a net in the original
circuit (see Fig. 1) and launches its attack when the HT is
activated. An additional delay equal to the delay of inserted
payload gate is added to the delay of paths passing through
the restitched net in the original circuit. The additional delay
introduced by payload gate is typically larger than that of
trigger gate.

B. Potential locations of HT

An attacker may choose to insert HT in a way that it should
be stealthy i.e undetectable by both logic testing and side-
channel based detection techniques. To meet such require-
ments, it is normally assumed that attacker attempts to insert
the HT at nodes of the circuit which exhibit very low switching
activity. The reason behind this assumption is Trojans inserted
at such nodes are expected to show minimal impact in logic-
testing and side-channel based detection techniques [5]. We
have considered low switching nodes/nets as possible and
vulnerable locations for HT insertion.

C. Process Variations

In general HTs are small in size in comparison with the
entire design, hence their effect on SC parameters may be
masked by the effects of PVs. The inter-die variation affects
all devices in an IC in a similar fashion, whereas, intra-
die variation affects these devices differently depending on
their locations on the IC [6]. In general inter-die variations
are larger than intra-die variations [7]. We have considered
variations in transistor threshold voltage (Vth). The variation
model considered in this work is shown in eq. (1) and (2).

vth(x, y) = vth,nom + ∆vinter + ∆vintra(x, y) (1)

The intra-die component ∆vintra(x, y) can further be divided
as a correlated spatial component and a random component as
shown in eq. (2)

∆vintra(x, y) = ∆vspatial(x, y) + ∆vrandom(x, y) (2)

where vth,nom is the nominal threshold voltage, ∆vinter is
the inter-die variation which which is same at all locations,
∆vspatial(x, y) is a spatially correlated component which can
be modeled as a correlated multivariate Gaussian random
variable. ∆vrandom(x, y) is the random component which can
be modeled as an independent Gaussian random variable.
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Fig. 2. Deviation from expected straight line

D. Related Work

The detailed taxonomy and classification of HTs is pre-
sented in [1]. To detect HTs, SCA based detection techniques
have been considered to be more efficient than traditional
functionality testing methods. For the first time, Agarwal et
al. proposed to use side channel parameter (power) for Trojan
detection [8] by constructing fingerprint using Golden-ICs.
We present the work available in literature on detecting HT
similar to the proposed work i.e. path delay analysis based HT
detection. Path delays were used to generate the fingerprint
of an IC family using principle component analysis in [9].
The limitations of these methods are they require a set of
golden ICs and their detection accuracy is largely affected by
process variations. In [10], the authors used shadow registers
to measure path delays and to detect HTs and this method
requires multiple clocks and requires extra registers inserted
for each selected path. Efficiency of delay-based techniques to
detect HTs in the presence of process variations was studied
in [11]. In [12] authors proposed an embedded test structure
by using existing scan structures to measure path delays
so as to detect HTs. In [13], authors proposed to choose
the shortest paths through each possible Trojan location to
improve HT detection accuracy in the presence of process
variations. A clock glitching method was proposed to measure
path delays and statistical techniques are used to reduce the
effects of process variations in [14]. In [15] authors proposed a
clock sweeping based path delay measurement technique for
detecting HTs. A self-referencing based golden-IC free HT
detection method is proposed in [16]. It compares the delays
of symmetric paths in a design. In [17] a pulse propagation
technique is proposed to detect extra capacitance induced by
HT on logical paths. A high resolution on-chip embedded test
structure called a time-to-digital converter to measure path
delays and a chip-averaging technique was proposed to detect
delay anomalies introduced by HTs in [18]. Like any other
delay based detection techniques, proposed method is also
not able to detect Trojans that don’t have any impact on path
delays.
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Fig. 3. Proposed Hardware Trojan Detection Methodology

III. PROPOSED DETECTION METHODOLOGY

In this section we present the proposed methodology in
detail. Every IC contains many paths out of which some
paths are topologically similar which we call as symmetric
paths. Any two paths which have equal number of gates of
same type can be defined as symmetric paths as shown in
Fig.4. The design netlist has been analysed to find vulnerable
nets which are considered to be potential locations of HT
insertion. We chose a path through such vulnerable net which
we call as suspect path and search for a symmetric path which
is topologically similar which we call as reference path to
form a suspect and reference path pair. The path delays of
such paths may or may not be equal as it is dependent on
the interconnection length and capacitive load of gates. As
both the paths in a pair have similar gates they experience
same inter-die process variation (global variation or die-to-die
variation). We chose a symmetric path pair for each vulnerable
net in the netlist. When the delays of such pairs are plotted
on a two dimensional space they should follow strait lines
corresponding to each pair as shown in Fig.2. If HT is inserted
at a vulnerable net then the delay of suspect path will be
increased by an amount of HT induced delay. Which in turn
leads to some deviation from the expected straight line as
shown in Fig. 2. This deviation has been used to calculate
a detection metric (DM) for each selected pair in an IC under
test. But, in the presence of intra-die process variations (local
or within-die variations) the delays of pairs may deviate a
little from the straight line. Therefore, this detection metric is
compared with a pre-defined threshold (DT) to separate Trojan
inserted ICs from Trojan free ICs. The proposed methodology
consists two stages i.e (i) Pre-fabrication stage and (ii) Post-
fabrication stage as shown in Fig. 3.

A. Pre-fabrication stage

We assume that a golden model of the design is available,
as the HT is assumed to be inserted after design sign-off
while fabrication. The golden design netlist is simulated using
a large number of random test vectors to collect a set of
vulnerable nets as {Nv}. The shortest path as reported in [13]

has been chosen through each vulnerable net which we call as
suspect path Ps. For each such suspect path, a topologically
symmetric path is identified which we call as reference path
Pr. The path selection algorithm which is used to select
suspect and reference paths is explained in section IV. A set of
symmetric path pairs {N} is formed by combining a suspect
path and its corresponding reference path through each net
n in {Nv}. P i

s,nom and P i
r,nom represent the nominal path

delays of suspect path and reference path respectively, of ith

symmetric path pair corresponding to ith vulnerable net in
{Nv}. The detection metric DMi of ith pair is calculated
as the normalised distance [19] from expected straight line
through the point (P i

s,nom, P
i
r,nom) as shown in eq. (3).

DMi =
di√

(P i
s)2 + (P i

r)2
(3)

Here, the distance di is given by eq. (4).

di =
1√
2

(|P i
s − P i

r + (P i
s,nom − P i

r,nom)|) (4)

Monte-Carlo simulations are performed using reliable process
variation models provided by the foundry to generate a set
of Trojan free ICs. The DM = {DM1, DM2, ....., DMN} of
all Trojan free ICs is calculated and a detection threshold is
decided for each pair as a set DT = {DT1, DT2, ....., DTN}.

B. Post-fabrication stage

The path delays of all 2N paths in N pairs are measured
for each suspected IC. Techniques presented in [10], [15] can
be used to measure the delays of selected paths. The DM of
each pair is calculated using eq. (3). Each DMi is compared
with pre-defined detection threshold DTi to infer whether the
IC under test is Trojan free as shown below.

if


DM1 < DT1 and

DM2 < DT2 and

...

DMN < DTN . then IC is Trojan free

else IC has Trojan inserted
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IV. PATH SELECTION PROCEDURE

A. Symmetric paths

In this work, we have considered two paths as symmetric
if they pass through similar types of logic gates as shown
in Fig. 4. Assume Fig. 4(a) shows a suspect path through a
vulnerable net. The reference path for the suspect path in Fig.
4(a) can be anyone of the two paths shown in Fig. 4(b) and
4(c). We call path shown in Fig. 4(b) as type-1 reference path
and path in Fig. 4(c) as type-2 reference path. As all the three
paths in Fig. 4 have same number of logic gates of same type,
they all experience same inter-die process variations [20]. The
delays of the paths shown in Fig. 4 may or may not be same
as they also depend on interconnection delays and capacitive
load experienced by gates in the respective paths of the design
post layout.

B. Path selection algorithm

The proposed path selection technique is discussed in this
section and is presented in Algorihm 1. This algorithm returns
a suspect path if any, and its corresponding reference path
for each vulnerable net in the design. We call a path with
minimum delay as shortest path. All paths passing through
a vulnerble net ni are collected in set Ssuspect. A shortest
sensitizable path pshort is chosen from the set Ssuspect.
All paths that are symmetric to pshort are collected in set
Ssymmetric. If there are no symmetric paths available for
pshort then next shortest path in Ssuspect is selected as pshort.
If there are any nets for which there exist no symmetric path
for at least one path in Ssuspect then a symmetric path is
created as explained in Section IV-C. After finding out suspect
path psusp for each vulnerable net and its corresponding set
of symmetric paths, final layout of the netlist is prepared.
This layout is partitioned into 64 grids as 8 rows and 8
columns. The purpose of partitioning the layout is to exploit
spatial correlation component in intra-die variation among the
adjacent grids. We rank each path in Ssymmetric according
to the distance between grids that consist same gates as
shown in Fig.5. A path in Ssymmetric which is near (i.e with
lowest rank) to psusp is selected as reference path pref . A
symmetric path pair SymmetricPpairi corresponding to net
ni is formed as (psusp, pref ). We used Synopsys Tetramax
ATPG tool [21] to decide whether a path is sensitizable.

Algorithm 1: Path selection algorithm
Input : Netlist, Nv = set of vulnerable nets
Output: Symmetric path pairs

1 foreach net ni in Nv do

2 Ssuspect,i = all paths passing through net ni
3 pshort,i = a sensitizable path with minimum delay in

Ssuspect,i

4 Ssymmetric,i = set of paths that are symmetric(type-1
or type-2) to Pshort,i which are not passing through
net ni

5 if |Ssymmetric,i| = 0 then
/* If there are no symmetric paths for pshort,i

then select next minimum delay path */

6 Ssuspect,i = Ssuspect,i - pshort,i
7 go to: step 3
8 end
9 if

∑|Ssuspect,i|
j=1 |Ssymmetric,j | = 0 then

/* If there are no symmetric paths for at least
one path in Ssuspect,i then create a symmetric
path */

10 pshort,i = a sensitizable path with minimum
delay in Ssuspect,i

11 psub = a path that has a subset of total gates in
the path pshort,i

12 extragates = gatesin(pshort,i)− gatesin(psub)
13 pref,i = path psub with extragates inserted at its

input
14 Connect off-path inputs of extragates to

non-controlling values
15 end
16 Generate the layout of (modified) netlist and partition

it into 8× 8 grids
17 psusp,i = pshort,i
18 pref,i = a path from Ssymmetric,i which is nearest to

psusp,i i.e the path passing through grids near to that
of psusp,i i.e path with lowest rank

19 SymmetricPpairi ← (psusp,i, pref,i)
20 end
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C. Reference path creation

There may be some vulnerable nets for which a symmetric
pair does not exist, we call such nets as uncovered nets. In
order cover such nets, we create a symmetric path to be used
as reference path by adding few extra logic gates to the existing
non-critical paths as shown in Fig. 6. We chose the shortest
path through the uncovered net and search for a non-critical
path which has gates that are subset of gates of selected path
through the uncovered net. The remaining gates are inserted
at the input of the non-critical path without changing the
functionality to create a type-1 or type-2 symmetric path to be
used as a reference path. The off-path inputs of extra inserted
gates must be set to non-controlling values. The designer has
to ensure that all paths through the input net of the created
new path must be non-critical even after the addition of extra
gates and functionality must remain same. The extra overhead
because of adding extra gates is dependent on the number of
uncovered nets and the size of selected suspect and reference
paths.

V. RESULTS

Simulations are performed on ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits
[22] to evaluate proposed methodology. These benchmarks
are synthesized using Synopsys generic (SAED EDK32nm)
library. To perform SPICE level simulations 32nm CMOS
Predictive Technology Models (PTM) [23] have been used.
The netlists are simulated over a large number of random test
vectors (i.e. 10e6) and nets with switching activity less than
predefined threshold (10e − 3) are considered as vulnerable
nets as explained in section II-B. Static timing analysis (STA)
is performed using Synopsys primetime [24] to generate path
data and Tetramax ATPG [21] is used to decide whether a
path is sensitizable. Symmetric paths are created to cover the
uncovered nets as explained in section IV-C. Physical layout of
design is carried out using Synopsys IC Compiler and layout is
partitioned into 8×8 grids. Symmetric path pairs are selected
using path selection procedure explained in section IV-B.
Selected paths are extracted in SPICE netlist form. Process
variation on threshold voltage (Vth) is modeled as explained
in section II-C. 3σ values for inter-die and intra-die variation
are considered as 15% and 10% respectively. As the layout
has been partitioned into 8×8 grids, 64 correlated multivariate
random variables are generated to model the spatial variation.
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Spatial correlation decreases with increase in distance between
grids. 500 ICs without HT and 500 ICs with HT (shown in Fig.
1) are generated and SPICE level simulations are performed
with the generated Vth profiles using HSPICE. The variation of
delays of suspect and reference paths in a symmetric path pair
of c880 circuit is shown in Fig. 7. The path delays vary along
a straight line passing through the point of nominal delays
due to inter-die variations, however, due to intra-die variations
they deviate away from the straight line. It is observed that the
delays in HT inserted ICs also follows a straight line but they
are away from the expected straight line. Detection metric
(DM) of all trojan free and with trojan ICs is calculated as
per eq. (3) and shown in Fig. 8. True positive rate (TPR) is
defined as number of ICs that are detected as HT inserted out
of total HT inserted ICs. False positive rate (FPR) is defined
as the number of ICs that are detected as HT inserted but
which in fact are HT free. A TPR of 100% and a FPR of 3%
is observed with a DT of 0.01. The detection threshold (DT)
has been decided in a pessimistic way by allowing a false
positive rate of 5% but, row 7 in table-I shows the minimum
FPR that can be achieved for the TPR shown in row 6. Table-I
shows the summary of simulation results. Row 2 shows total
number of nets present in the circuit and row 3 presents the
number of low-switching nets considered as vulnerable nets.
Nets which do not have reference paths i.e uncovered nets
are shown in row 4 and row 5 shows the hardware overhead
(i.e number of gates) due to extra gates inserted to create a
reference path for each uncovered net. Rows 6 and 7 show the
TPR and FPR achieved by the proposed detection method. It
is observed that maximum TPR possible is 95% even with
18% FPR for c432. It is due to the unavailability of shortest
symmetric paths through the net n6 . For this net the delays
of selected symmetric paths are higher than 75% of critical
path delay. Even though paths are longer, the performance of
the method would have been better if the symmetric paths are
closer. But, in this case these paths pass through less spatially
correlated grids. One way to improve the performance is to
create a shorter symmetric path closer to any one of the paths
through net n6.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION RESULTS ON ISCAS-85 BENCHMARKS

Circuit c432 c499 c880 c1355 c1908 c2670 c5315
Total nets 120 200 238 229 398 152 734
Vulnerable

nets 9 42 17 40 16 22 8

Uncovered
nets 2 0 3 0 7 0 3

Overhead† 4 0 11 0 22 0 9
TPR(%) 95 99 100 100 100 98 100
FPR(%) 18 5 3 3 2 5 1

† In number of extra gates inserted.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have considered threat model of HT insertion while
fabrication at untrusted foundries. In this work, we presented a
self-referencing based HT detection method using path delays
which eliminates the requirement of golden ICs. Further, we
proposed a procedure to select paths that minimizes the effect
of both inter-die and intra-die PV. We have used topologically
symmetric paths to mitigate inter-die variations and selected
closer paths to exploit the spatial correlation to reduce the
impact of intra-die variations. This method uses simulation
results to decide DT, on-chip PV monitors can be used to
estimate the DT of each suspect IC which will be focused in
our future work.
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